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Honeysuckle Hollow®

Welcome to

where all the woodland creatures work together
to take care of each other and their environment. 

Every animal family has a special job and every day is an 
adventure. With their creativity, generosity and sweet 

spirit, these friends make chores chockfull of fun.

Meet more Li’l Woodzeez® families
in the back of this book.





Stripe and Debbie Diggadilly 
flopped onto a soft patch  
of moss by Honeysuckle  

Hollow Pond.

They dipped their paws into 
the cool water and splashed 

their faces.
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Liv Skyhopper was all 
smiles as her parents,  

Flora and Roger, kissed  
her goodnight and tucked  

her little brother, Skip,
into bed.

They had just shared
some very exciting news!
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“Tomorrow will be the first 
official day of the Junior  
Pilots Club,” said Roger.

The Skyhopper family owns  
the Sunny Skies Airport in

Honeysuckle Hollow.

They love airplanes!
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It had been Liv’s idea to start a
fun, after-school club so kids 

could learn about flying.

Lots of her friends had
already signed up.

I can’t wait until school gets out 
tomorrow, Liv thought sleepily.
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The next day, as the school 
bell rang, Liv and her best 

friends, Hazel Healthnuggle 
and Nibbles Handydandy, 

zoomed out the doors  
to the airport.

They all ran so fast 
they almost FLEW!
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 The Junior Pilots Club 
members gathered at the 
airport to learn about all  

the important jobs 
at Sunny Skies Airport.

 “My dad is a pilot and my 
mom helps the planes land,” 

Liv said proudly.
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Nibbles was also excited  
that his father, Benjamin,

fixes all the airplanes.

“My dad is going to show 
us how the engine and 
landing gear work,” 

said Nibbles,
with a big smile.
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“Everyone, please take out  
your pencils and rulers. You’re 
going to make a flight plan,” 

Roger said.

 “I’m glad we listened in math 
class last week,” said Pete 

Whooswhoo, as they busily 
drew their first flight plan 
over Honeysuckle Hollow.
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The next day, the club 
helped Benjamin 

Handydandy check
that the planes were 

safe for flying.

Liv, Nibbles, Hazel and Pete 
all put on overalls. They 

scampered to the airplane. 
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They each got a chance to 
hand tools over to Benjamin.

“Wrench please,”
Benjamin requested.

Nibbles quickly handed it 
over. He was very proud to 

help his dad do his job.
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 In the hangar, there was a 
pretend airplane and a map 

of Honeysuckle Hollow.

They took turns putting on  
a pilot’s hat and pushing all 
the buttons and controls.  

“This is a lot of hard work, 
but so much fun!” said Hazel.
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“Today’s the day we are 
allowed to sit in a real 

airplane!” Liv said happily.

She put on the earphones
and said in a deep voice:

“This is Liv, calling air traffic 
control. Do you hear me?”
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“We hear you loud and clear,” 
Flora replied. “Roger has some 

exciting news to tell you!”

“When you’ve finished all 
your tests, you’ll earn your 

own pilot’s wings,” said Roger. 
“Look for a message in the sky.”

“Yippee!” they all shouted.
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Finally the day had arrived.                  
Liv was the first one to 

take her test. 
 

She handed in her flight 
plan, checked all the buttons 
and switches on the plane, 

and did everything 
she was supposed to do.
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One-by-one, 
they finished their 

tests and high-fived 
each other.

The Junior Pilots Club 
members were very 

proud of themselves.
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“We all worked so hard…
I really hope we get our 

wings,” said Liv to  
her friends.

All the woodland families 
had been invited to come

to a picnic and see
the big surprise in the sky.  
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Roger started the plane, 
and then up, up and 

away he flew!

Everyone looked up and 
cheered when they saw what 

was written in the sky:

You got your wings!
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The Snipadoodles™ 
Sheep Family
Baabaa Spa

& Hair Salon

The Scamperscoot™ 
Chipmunk Family

Scoops & Sprinkles
Ice Cream Shop

The Waterwaggle™ 
Beaver Family
Busy Beaver 
Launderette

The Skyhopper™ 
Panda Family
Sunny Skies 

Airport

The Canberra™ 
Koala Family
Toowoomba

Acting Troupe

The Tippytail™ 
Fox Family
Cares-a-Lot 
Kindergarten

The Tippytail™ 

The Skyhopper™ The Scamperscoot™ The Snipadoodles™ 

The Canberra™ 
Koala Family
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The Handydandy™ 
Mouse Family

Bitty Fix-It Crew 
to the Rescue

The Waterwaggle™ 
Beaver Family
Busy Beaver 
Launderette

The Tidyshine™ 
Turtle Family

Clean-as-a-Whistle 
Tidying Service

The Whooswhoo™ 
Owl Family

Nighty-Night-Sleep-Tight 
Safety Service

The Healthnuggle™ 
Bear Family

Healing Paws 
Health Center

The Waterwaggle™ 
Beaver Family

The Waterwaggle™ 
Beaver Family

The Healthnuggle™ The Healthnuggle™ 

The Tidyshine™ 
Turtle Family



The Bushytail™ 
Squirrel Family

Tickle-Your-Taste-
Buds Bakers

The Hoppingood™ 
Rabbit Family

Hoppin’ Healthy 
Harvesters

The Diggadilly™ 
Raccoon Family
Reduce, Reuse & 

Recycle Crew

The Swiftysweeper™ 
Hedgehog Family

Sweep, Mop, Sparkle
& Shine Specialists

The Bushytail™ The Hoppingood™ 
Rabbit Family

The Diggadilly™ 

The Swiftysweeper™ The Whiffpuff™ 
Skunk Family

Fresh-as-a-Daisy Air 
Quality Patrol
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